









         
         






           



             
         
      




           


          






The geology of our planet is complex. This graphic illustrates high
density (cold) and low density (warm) areas of upper mantle beneath
the Pacific Ocean.



           









         


From left to right, Sedimentary, Igneous and Metamorphic rock



         
        


        
          








            

          







Another name for igneous rock is volcanic rock. Volcanic eruption of
Mt. Pagan, 1981.




          










        







        




         






Rocks formed from magma injected into the surrounding rocks are
called intrusive or plutonic. These features near Pagan are remnant
plutonic rocks.


          

            




          



             










Obsidian rock is formed by lava that cooled so quickly that neither gas
bubbles nor mineral crystals had time to form.












             
         

      

         

         
          
 



         
           



When a volcano erupts explosively, molten rock and gases may be
hurled thousands of feet into the air.














         





The Talakaya area of Rota is mostly formed of igneous rock.



































         


The most common sedimentary rock found in the CNMI is called
limestone.


        
         



       





        
         






Fossilized limestone is composed of the remains or products of ancient
plants and animals.






       












          




The CNMI has several limestone formations.








         








         
         


Our northernmost volcanic islands exhibit steep sides extending all the
way down to the sea.













       


         



            

         






         

        




The caldera of Mt. Pagan and ash-covereed coconut trees.


          
       
          



         











         






Charles Lyell encouraged studies into how volcanism occurs, and how it
affects landscapes.






  

              









This clearly visable earthquake fault is near Forbidden Island, Saipan.


            

            


            





           
         



         









A fault is a fracture, or break, in rocks. This is the Chiget Fault on the
island of Tinian.






            








         











           




These cliffs and terraces on Tinian were created by changing sea levels
over millenia.





            


           














Dramatic evidence of bioerosion notching at Boyscout Beach, Saipan.

         




         











           





         

















The type of landscape formed by dissolved limestone is called a karst
landscape.

          
          



 

         



         
   



            

         


          


            






           



       











          


Mass-wasting needs sloping land such as hills, mountains, or cliffs.


           



















         
         
 

         

           
 
        





In sedimentary rocks we find the tracks, bones, shells, pollen grains, and
other fossils such as these Rhodoliths in Rota.













          





        





Fossils are useful in deciphering and interpreting the geologic history of
their respective regions.






         





          

       



           





           

         













          
         







“Principles of Geology” by Charles Lyell.






        

         










         
         







           
         




         











            
        


The geologic time scale is composed of dated units of geologic time
during which various rock groups were deposited.




















           
           

         




           






        
        















Very precise measurements of amounts of a radioactive mineral such as
Uranium-235 or Carbon-14 can be made in a lab such as this one.






         
          











    
 
  







        
          





            
           






           



The geologic time scale is always read from the bottom of the scale
upward.




         















 





















           
          



On islands, freshwater is retrieved by drilling wells and pumping the
water upwards or by tapping sideways into flowing springs.


         





      








         



         





There is some sandstone at the peninsula near “Forbidden Island” on
Saipan.




         


         



        





       

          

Permeable rock layers generally contain large reservoirs of water called
aquifers.

        
















         



           

       


Long periods of drought (little rainfall) or heavy use of groundwater
can lower the water table.






          
















         


            









          


         



         




Over hundreds and hundreds of years, the process of rock molecules
dissolving and being carried away results in the formation of our caves
and caverns.

          

           



           






             


         





Cave-formed rock develops only after the cave-forming groundwater
recedes for some reason.















          
        

       














All cave rock formations are called speleothems, meaning a thing laid
down in a cave.








        










         













       


        
           
           






           


Deposits of travertine that form when mineral-laden water flows over
the walls or floor of a cave are called flowstone.







         




        







